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1. Covid Updates: Positivity Rate 9,53% Daily  
 

 LAST 24 HOURS, TESTS CONDUCTED: 57,546, PROVEN: 5,486, DEATHS: 46, RECOVERED: 2,893 

 POSITIVITY RATE, DAILY :  9.53 %, LAST 7 DAYS : 9.63 %, LAST 14 DAYS : 8.1 %, REPRODUCTIVE 
INDEX : 1.85 

 TESTS CONDUCTED, TOTAL : 13,447,775, POSITIVE : 967,025, NEGATIVE : 12,480,750 

 INFECTED, TOTAL : 967,025, ACTIVE CASE : 36,340, RECOVERED : 916,421, DECEASED : 14,264 

 ACTIVE CASE, IN THE HOSPITAL : 4,431, AT THE HOTEL : 1,801, WITH A FAMILY DOCTOR : 30,108 

 HOSPITAL CAPACITY, TOTAL : 8,709, FREE : 4,278, OCCUPIED : 4,431, THERAPEUTIC CARE : 3,067, 
INTENSIVE CARE : 1,083, RESUSCITATION BEDS : 281 

 ARTIFICIAL VENTILATORS, TOTAL : 771, OCCUPIED : 281, FREE : 490 

 HOTEL BEDS, TOTAL : 6,314, OCCUPIED : 1,801, FREE : 4,513 
 
Infection cases on January 10 by region:  
TBILISI – 2985 
ADJARA – 569 
IMERETI – 563 
SAMEGRELO ZEMO-SVANETI – 290  
SHIDA KARTLI – 282 
KVEMO KARTLI – 205 
KAKHETI – 192 
GURIA – 145 
MTSKHETA-MTIANETI – 131 
SAMTSKHE-JAVAKHETI - 84 
RACHA LECHKHUMI-KVEMO SVANETI – 40 
 
6th Wave Expected in February, 60% Omicron (less severe than Delta): Head of Georgia's National 
Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) Amiran Gamkrelidze stated earlier today that the new Omicron 
variant of coronavirus accounts for 60% of total Covid-19 cases confirmed today in Tbilisi, while in 
the regions of Georgia the rate stands at 30%. Gamkrelidze stated that circulation of the Omicron 
strain is strengthening in the country, noting that the ‘epidemic situation is rising to a sixth wave.’ 
Georgian Deputy Health Minister Tamar Gabunia noted that severe cases of coronavirus are mostly 
caused by the Delta strain, adding that ‘none of the Omicron cases required intensive care or 
resuscitation.’ 
 
Source in English: Datacov.moh.gov.ge, Agenda.ge on 6th wave, January 11/2022. 
 

https://datacov.moh.gov.ge/?LangID=en
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/62
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2. Staff Changes in UNM: Melia No Longer Leader of Political Council, Other 
Developments 

 
The largest opposition party, the United National Movement (UNM), has made several staff 
changes, including the replacement of the party’s political council head Nika Melia with Koba 

Nakopia, who has been the executive secretary of the UNM since 2019. Nakopia, who has 
been a UNM member since 2008, was Senaki mayoral candidate in local self-government 
elections last year, receiving 47% of the vote. Nakopia stated that the changes in the party 
were due to a need for ‘proper management.’ Melia remains in the post of party chairman, 
and will lead the UNM Tbilisi organisation, replacing Zaal Udumashvili. UNM member and 
former official Petre Tsiskarishvili will take the post of secretary general of the party.  

Meanwhile, UNM MP – Roman Gotsiridze stated that UNM has to either enter the Parliament, 
or give up the seats entirely, adding that the ongoing boycott is the worst choice (adding that 
although he disagrees with party decisions, he will follow party’s group decision).  

At the same time, Former Georgian president Mikheil Saakashvili, who is serving a term in 
prison for abuse of power, has announced that he has completed ‘work on the country’s 
economic development plan’, opposition United National Movement (UNM) party member 
Giorgi Botkoveli says. Saakashvili originally made news of the existence of the project public 
on January 5. 

Sources in ENG: Agenda.ge, Staff change in UNM, Saakashvili economic plan, Sources 
in GEO: on.ge, Gotsiridze comment, January 11/2022.  

 

https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/60
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/55
https://on.ge/story/96872-ენმ-მ-ან-უნდა-დაიწყოს-აქტიური-საპარლამენტო-საქმიანობა-ან-უნდა-დატოვოს-პარლამენტი-გოცირიძე
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
3. US Deputy Secretary of State Emphasizes on Unwavering Open Door Policy 

of NATO and Support to Georgia’s Territorial Integrity and Sovereignty  
 
US Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman stated on January 10 following the Russia-US Strategic 
Stability Dialogue (SSD) that the US ‘will not allow anyone to slam closed NATO's open door policy,’ 
adding that the policy has ‘always been central to the NATO Alliance.’ Sherman also underscored 
that during the SSD the US ‘made it clear’ that if Russia continues to invade Ukraine, ‘there will be 
significant costs and consequences well beyond what they faced in 2014.’ 

She also spoke of the conversations which she had with various state officials including Georgian 
Foreign Minister David Zalkaliani prior to the SSD, adding that ‘we are lashed up at every level with 
our allies and partners.’ Sherman reiterated America’s unwavering support for Georgia’s 
independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity within its internationally recognised borders 
during the phone conversation with Zalkaliani. 
 
The SSD took place on January 10 in Geneva which will be followed by a NATO-Russia council 
meeting scheduled for January 12 in Brussels, and the OSCE Permanent Council meeting in Vienna 
on January 13.  
 
Source in ENG: Agenda.ge, NATO open door policy unwavering, January 10-11/2022. 
 

4. Georgian Government Reactions to Kazakhstan Events 
 
Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili and President Salome Zurabishvili have expressed their 
concerns over last week’s events in Kazakhstan, where protests over gas prices spiraled into unrest 
and led to a violent government crackdown. During a cabinet meeting on January 10, PM Garibashvili 
said the Georgian government was “deeply saddened by the tragic events that have taken place in 
Kazakhstan” and expressed hope that “all measures will be taken as soon as possible in order to 
finally de-escalate the situation, achieve security and stability.” He further wished Kazakhstan and 
the Kazakh people to soon “overcome the consequences of the crisis and continue to move towards 
further development.”  

https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/57
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 Meanwhile, President Zurabishvili said in a tweet on January 8 that she was “deeply concerned with 
the situation in Kazakhstan.” She also condemned the violence and hoped for a rapid de-escalation.  
“The rights and security of civilians must be protected,” President Zurabishvili stressed, adding “We 
all need global stability and to reinforce peace and security.” 

Amid the developments in Kazakhstan, three Georgian citizens returned from Nur-Sultan, the 
capital, to Kutaisi Airport and 60 others landed from Aktau in Tbilisi International Airport. Georgian 
authorities have reassured citizens stranded in Kazakhstan that the Georgian Embassy in the country 
remains available to provide relevant assistance and help those wishing to return. The rest of the 
citizens in Kazakhstan shall return to Georgia in the coming days, according to the Georgian Prime 
Minister. 

Source in ENG: Civil.ge, GoG on Kazakhstan, January 10/2022. 

5. Armenia’s Involvement in CSTO: CSTO Security Council Meeting on Kazakhstan  
 
On January 10, leaders of the member states of the Collective Security Treaty Organization took part 
in an online meeting which focused primarily on the settlement of the situation in Kazakhstan. 
“Decision to send CSTO peacekeepers to Kazakhstan was made taking into account the threat to the 
sovereignty of this country,” Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan said at an extraordinary 
session of the Collective Security Council. The President of Kazakhstan once again stressed that a 
coup d’etat was being prepared in the country and the President of Russia assessed the events that 
unfolded in this country since the beginning of the year as an “act of aggression” to which it was 
necessary to react urgently. 

There are 100 Armenian servicemen among the peacekeepers sent to Kazakhstan. The decision of 
the Prime Minister of Armenia Nikol Pashinyan to send them to Kazakhstan caused a negative 
reaction in the society and sharp criticism in expert circles. The CSTO sent peacekeepers to 
Kazakhstan, but did not respond to Armenia’s calls when Azerbaijani Armed Forces occupied its 
sovereign territory in May 2021. Armenia officially applied to the CSTO for help, but did not receive 
a positive response. The prime minister was forced to clarify why, despite this, he decided to send 
Armenian peacekeepers to Kazakhstan: “Given the rapid development of the situation – threats to 
the security, stability and sovereignty of Kazakhstan, it was decided by consensus to temporarily send 
peacekeepers to the country to protect its strategic facilities”. Nikol Pashinyan considers the 
situation in Kazakhstan alarming due to “the involvement of international terrorist groups”. 

Source in ENG: Jam News, CSTO in Kazakhstan, January 11/2022. 

https://civil.ge/archives/465894
https://jam-news.net/csto-security-council-meeting-threat-to-kazakhstan-or-the-csto/
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